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A NOTE ON MINIMAL SUBMANIFOLDS WITH M-INDEX 2

BY TAKEHIRO ITOH

In [1], Otsuki gave some examples of minimal submanifolds with M-index 2

and geodesic codimension 3 in Euclidean spaces, spheres and hyperbolic non-

Euclidean spaces, where the dimension of submanifolds is not less than 3 and

the submanifolds satisfy the following conditions:

(1) principal asymptotic vector field

(2) subprincipal asymptotic vector field Q=0,

(3) ψv is of rank 1,
(a) ώ^O and σ—μ\λ is constant on W2,

(/3) W2 is of constant curvature.

In this paper, the author replace (1) with (1)' P=0 and prove that there are

no minimal submanifolds with M-index 2 such that the dimension of submanifolds

is not less than 3 and they satisfy the above conditions: (1)', (2), (3), (α), (β).

Moreover, in case of two dimension he will give an example of minimal surface

with M-index 2 and geodesic codimension 3 in a sphere. This example is nothing

but one that in the case the ambiant spaces are spheres in [1] we set />=0 and

n=2 formally and solve the differential equation. In this paper, we use the no-

tations and equations in [1].

§1. Minimal submanifolds with M-index 2, P=0, Q=Q and ψv of rank 1.

Since P=Q and Q=0, on B, we have

(1.1) ωar—^j where #=1, 2 and r=3, --,n.

From (1. 1) we get 0=dωar=— cωa/\ωr, hence we get

(1. 2) c=0.

Then the equations in Lemmas 6 and 11 in [1] are written as follows

(1. 3)

(1. 4)

(1. 5)
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(1. 6) dω=-
Aμ

{dlog(f— ig)~dlθgλ— iω12

(1. 7)
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- f * ώΛ\f((2σ -- W + ~ωz } - ig(—ωl + ί(2σ --
f^Q I \\ tf/ σ ] \σ \ σ

<wa = .
J \

From (a) and (1.4) we get σ2=l, i.e. σ=l or —1. We may suppose <τ=l, then
from (β) and (1.5) we get

(1.8) c=-2λ2,

which is a negative constant. Since Λ is constant on W2 from (1. 8), we have
ώ=2ω12 from (1. 3). Then, from (1. 6), we get

Hence we may put f+ig=V6λzeίφ on W2. Using the relations above and (1.7),
we have ω12=— (1/3) ,̂ and hence we get c=0, which contradicts to (1.8). Thus
there is no minimal submanifold with M-index 2, whose dimension is not less
than 3, satisfing the conditions (I)7, (2), ••-, (β).

§ 2. Minimal surfaces with M index 2 and ψυ of rank 1.

In this section, we discuss a minimal surface M2 with M-index 2 and φυ of
rank 1 in a Riemannian manifold M2+v with constant curvature c. Using the
notations in [1] for our case, we can choose a frame bzBi such that

CU23= — 2ύ)2, (f)ia=0, 2 — 1> 2,

Since ψv is of rank 1, we can choose a frame b^B1 such that F=fe5 and G = ge5,
/2+g2^0. Let 52 be the set of such bsBi satisfing (2. 1). Then, using (2. 1) and
the structure equations, we get

(2.2)
gωi—fω^ ω4r — 0,

Analogously to Theorem 1 in [1], we can verify that the geodesic codimension
becomes 3. On B2, we have the equations

(2. 3) {dlogλ— i(2ω12—

(2. 4) {dσ+i(l-

(2. 5) dω12= -(c-λ2-μ2}ωl/\ω2,
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(2. 6)

(2.7)
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dώ = —-— (2λ2/.
λμ

{dlog(f—ig)—dlogλ—ίω12}Λ(ω1+ia

i & \f((2σ-λ.}ω J-ω\-i (—ω i(2σ-—}ω]\=Q
f—ig 1 \ \ σ )ω 1 σ / \σωi \ σ/ 7 J

where ώ=ωu and σ=μ/L
Now, we suppose that

(a)

(β)

ώ^FO and σ= constant on M2,

M2 is of constant curvature c.

Then we have σ2=l, ώ=2ω12, c=Q and 2λ2=c. Hence we may suppose that σ=l
and o)i2= dθ, then we get

(2. 8)

(2.9)

(2. 10)

(2. 11)

(2. 12)

&=2dθ,

D(ef+ief)=λ(e*+ief)dz,

* + ief) = - (ef + ie

De* = - f)dz),

where e?+ief=eίθ(e1 + ie2), ef+ieΐ=e2ίθ(e3+ie4c) and z is an isothermal coordinate of
M2 such that ωι+iω2=e~ίθdz. Since c is positive constant, we may suppose c=l,
i.e. Mδ = S5 (unit sphere). Then we have that λ2=lj2. When ^=l/\/2, considering
as S5c£'6, we get the Frenet formulas:

(2. 13)

^*) — ~τψ (e*+ie*)dz—e6dz,

I

These formulas are nothing but ones when formally we put p=Q and n=2 in the
case Mn+* = Sn+3 in [1]. Analogously to the case Mn+s=En+* in [1], we can give a
solution of (2. 13) as follows
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χ=Aι u +Aι -*«. «. Λ ^.
V2 V2

(2. 14)

exp (- V2 fcO+Λ eχp^-^) + A

where z=Uι+iu2 and Λi, ^42, and ^3 are fixed vectors in C3 satisfing

3 1
AjAj=^ (i,y, 4=1,2,3,
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